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lfucleer reaction duration above the threshold of
overlapping resonances is investigated and its importance
to obtain a new inforaation on a collision luechaniam is
evidenced* It is shown also that the duration of resonant
nuclear reactions is asymptotically decreasing according
to the law [E t(^)J «hen the energy £ and the number
of open channel* Я (£) are increasing^

Иоследуются длительности ядерных реакций выше порога области перекрывающихся рвэонансов, указывается на
необходимость таких исследований для получения новой информации ^о механизме столкновений* Показано,что длительность ревонансных ядерных реакций асимптотически убывает
по закону £Е*п(Е)}
с ростом энергии Е и числа откры
гых каналов
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1* Although the collision duration is an observable in
the quantum mechanics and a fundamental characteristics of
the collision mechanism, up to now there is some inconsistency in the interpretation of the time and even in the definition of the collision duration*» This is understandable since''
during a long period the problems of the time operator and the
expansion of the orthodox quantum meohanical axiomaties with
including the time in the set of observables had not beta resolved uniquely* The existence and properties of the time operator T»"it9Jbt vaA the probabilistic properties of the duration of any quantum meohanioal process «re established 1п£э-£)
In particular! the fundamental substantiation of the timeenergy uncertainty relation whioh generalises MandelstamTamn's deriving(6J is presented in £3.4j* The critical analysis of the main previous approaches to the time problem is given la £3 J » where it is shown also that the consistent definition of the collision duration in the.simplest oaies is re' duced to the Ohmura's prescription f7j and the expressions for
the mean durations of praetioally all types of quantum processes ape derived*
the direct and unique connection between cross Motions
and collision durations for the oases of a non-resonant scattering, isolated and weakly overlapping resonances is established in[1,3],where some results of the numerical calculations
* Lists of different approaches are for example in[1-3j.

of the nuclear reaction durations on the basis of the experimental cross sections are presented too. As it was firstly
mentioned injej, the analysis of the durations can be -used as
a source of the information on the cross section hyperfine
structure» which oannot be established in the measured cross
sections with the real energy spread of incident beams.
At the range of overlapping resonances the reaction duration is shown in£2}to be proportional to the resonanoe density
and inversely proportional to the number of ohannels* In the
present work after defining eome general expressions and relations for the partial and global duration! the energy dependence of the partial duration* In the s*ae region is investigated and the law of the asyuptotio duration decreasing with
the energy increasing is established* Then the comparative
analysis of cross Motions and durations in respect to the information on the «ollision meohanifeB 1* discussed»
2* Using the results of £3-5]for the definition of mean
colliaioa duration» <^%i> » we define the mean partial and
global time delaye*^*^'^ iad^Aij**^ in the two-particle
reaction» *-»/ as

Imd
•*• *•**»•<* with uettal eimplif icatione
where ^
(central interaotion«tnegleotinc spins) from the following
expansions ojf the T-matrix and the oross section s^. :

* She time delay is defined as the mean collision duration
<%к> minus the sum of two durations of the initial and final
particle free flights along the distances, which are equal
to the correspondent interaction radius

£"and A being the energy of the bombarding particles and the
emitting angle ot the final particles in the center-of-maes
system* The symbol •< J^ marks averaging with some spectral
density a in the interval BE пеав the mean energy £^ «The
function ^> is defined by the weight function of the wave packets and also the density matrix for the macroscopic ensemble
of pairs "one particle in the incident beam + one nucleus in
the target", whose energies are distributed in the interval^"
and whose initial phases are uncorrelated*
and S£<X&E
, A f being the interval of the
noticeable ohanging ofe£'^ and 2>«*p£~ />£*, the eymboKl
in (1) and (2) one can omit and if the sum In {4) oonvergee
and 1да*2~£1Г)/>е1 is limited one can see that
<£andj£ being the values of the angular momentum 3 for-v
which the values of ^ ^ (Ф are minimal and maximal in the set
of all the values factually considered in (1)«(4)« The relation (5) points out that it is sufficient to limit oneself by
the examination of At:J^(f)m'
3# Let us use the following representation of the 3-matrix

wheree t/ is a jmitary matrix which does not depend on the euera symmetrical ••baokgrountflnonresonant) SU
matrix, p are prdectlon matrices which do not commute
with each other (/|*^**^>^*e*5*^ )#ividently,

Let us make the following approximations t (a) fJ
'M ^ ^ (/",•& and (Я,)у a^e. * n e me-n resonance width,
spacing and (f>,)^ ) j (b) £?»$
i (c) the phases of *£. and
^ are chaotically distributed and then the asst values of
-^j and j/t£.{ are practically constant in the interval SF
and the values of the terras with Я*»ау,/£^ &««*%/£, ecc»are
practically zeros after averaging ; (d.) all Py are equal to
5

each other ( g « p ) ; (e) the number л (E)'of the open channele is sufficiently large
^
j
У№

one consider all the channels as equivalent in
that sense that all (*£. / are the same end, consequently,
equal to* i)f>i£) and all Ы19*} are equal to each other too,then
the values of 4к^Ь^
»"»* be the same
and for the elastic scattering ^ ^ * < « T ^ ^ , / f c J f b e i n g the
least between all the reactions* Apparently, it can be explained by the inevitable presence of the diffractional (shadow)
scattering* The estimation of J '' in the о м е of the sufficiently narrow resonances &<*ГхЩ0
) yields
If in the same case one would suppose the equal durations in
all the channels including the elastic scattering and use the
equalities

where $£*^*24?Ц£"Мешпй
the approximations < $ \ # О ,
fj )kf£*i*Te> supposed relative to£J2j, then the known rewill be obtained*
Thus, tjhe nuclear reaction mean durations in the different channels can have the various values in the large interval from 0 toJx&JtS «becoming equal to (11) only in the approximation of the channel equivalency*
The result* (9)-(11) are true when the contributions frost
the remoted resonances can be neglected* However that is Justified only for the sufficiently narrow resonances* The estimate
of Tl7> in the case, when £ <* *Eл f
, gives
•That follows from the imitarity condition
6

t

"*••

f

where f>(E)le the гевэшшсе deneity in the continuum approzima
tion, the lower limit fm^
of which must satisfy the evident
conditionsхЕ^'^В'Г and/>(£t.1,)<%fl4jgi.?or a rough estimate of
(12) one can limit oneself by the approximation ГжУ
(&/&)
or even Г**<*^^>^).?ог
the last oast the integral in (12)
is defined by p(B). The expression like

9 Ю 9 Р

is the compound nucleus excitation energy, в is the
bound energy for the nucleon in the nuclear ground state) is
often used in various compound nucleus models* But (13) ie
siutable only for the small excitations* In a realistic model
the one-particle discrete energy spectrum has to be limited
above the continuum • Therefore the increasing of the deneity
f{F)ot the compound states which are formed from such one-particle states must deccelerate, then be stopped at some energy
В and be changed into decreasing £/lO,iiJ according to the
law
\
f
In accordance with £11J ,the possible values of £ must be lit
the interval between 0 and the energy of the nuoleon knock-out
from the deepest one-particle level* The elementary estimate
of (12) gives the result

Thus, for £=•-*«• the resonant nuclear reaction duration
decreases aeymptotically according to the law CtF^ntirjJ.
4» The results obtained here general!te the results of £2j
and contain the law of the decreasing of nuelear reaction durations with the energy increoaiag* Besides, one can flee the
following important circumstance* It the range of the strongly overlapping resonances the smooth and even fluctuations!
dependence ^ , (Jf) averaged on (ft" can be practically fitted
by the essentially different functions J^t(B) with the different resonance densities* But < ^ ^ > ie eesentially sensible
t o # according to (8)~(15) and therefore gives a certain in-

formation оп,Э . And the method for the duration calculations,
developed in £ij , and aleo the Hauser-Veehbaoh method for the
cross-section calculations become invalid with the energy increasing* Consequently, at the range above the threshold of
the overlapping resonances the development of experiment on
the measurement of the nuclear reaction durations becomes especially important*
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